An Appreciation

The Law Journal at the close of its second year has become definitely and permanently established as a worthy newcomer to the field of law publications. It has gained wide recognition among members of the Bench, the Bar and Faculties of Law Schools. It is deeply gratifying to note the improvements that have been made in every feature, improvements that have been due mainly to the indefatigable industry of the former editor, Edwin R. Teple, and the cooperation afforded him by the Faculty, the Staff and the Student body. Joseph Stern’s capable work as business manager merits commendation. The appearance of the magazine is unquestionably more attractive; interest
in the work has grown and, consequently, the material contributed is of such quality as to win favorable comment from many sources. May such improvement continue during the years to come. C.R.B.

Looking Forward

In view of the favorable progress that has been made by the Law Journal during the first two years of its existence, we look forward with confidence to that day in the near future when it will be adopted as the official Ohio State University Law Review. It is quite probable that had the finances of the University been such as to permit the outlay necessitated, the desired result would have been already achieved.

In the meantime the magazine is being supported, aside from subscriptions and advertising returns, by the voluntary assessment on each law student of one dollar fee per quarter. This is evidence that the students recognize the fact that the publication fulfills a long needed want. We trust that the authorities will consider these things when the question of an Official Law Journal arises. Until that time we will do all we can to maintain the improvement and justify the faith of our supporters in us.

C. R. B.